Press release 26th February 2021

GSIESER TAL LAUF 2021 CANCELLED
INEVITABLE DECISION, THE PANDEMIC GOT THE UPPER HAND

Lockdown in South Tyrol has been extended, the race has been cancelled
The ongoing pandemic got the upper hand
The organising committee had to take this tough decision. The snow conditions would be perfect


“One idea, one vision, many emotions” – this is the main slogan for the Gsieser Tal Lauf, although its most iconic motto is “never been cancelled since 1984”. This year, however, even the determined organising committee of the famous ski marathon in South Tyrol had to surrender to the ongoing pandemic: the 2021 edition, initially scheduled for 20 and 21 February, then postponed until 6 and 7 March, has now been cancelled.
The Province of Bozen extended the lockdown in South Tyrol. It would have been possible to organise the race for professionals only, but this would have been against the mission and spirit of the Gsieser Tal Lauf, which is known as a true cross-country skiing festival and is beloved by a host of passionate cross-country skiers from all over Italy and the world.
The snow conditions would be perfect. The organising committee never stopped, being busy planning everything down to the last detail in order to hold a safe event. But rules must be observed and after the meeting held last night, they could do nothing but raise the white flag.
All those who have already registered and paid the entry fee can ask for a full refund or keep their registration valid for the 2022 edition.
The situation is still delicate, but everyone hopes that the sacrifices made so far will lead to a real improvement in the near future. Gsieser Tal is an absolutely enchanting spot in South Tyrol; all those who love outdoor sports and the soft silence of a mountain environment can enjoy this place to the full all year round. Visit it in summer and get to know it better in winter – the slogan remains “One idea, one vision, many emotions”.
Info: www.valcasies.com


